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Optimal-Stopping Control for Airborne Collision Avoidance and
Return-To-Course Flight
Paul M. Zapotezny-Anderson and Jason J. Ford
Abstract— This paper considers an aircraft collision avoid-
ance design problem that also incorporates design of the
aircraft’s return-to-course flight. This control design problem is
formulated as a non-linear optimal-stopping control problem;
a formulation that does not require a prior knowledge of time
taken to perform the avoidance and return-to-course manoeu-
vre. A dynamic programming solution to the avoidance and
return-to-course problem is presented, before a Markov chain
numerical approximation technique is described. Simulation
results are presented that illustrate the proposed collision
avoidance and return-to-course flight approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
The requirement for an automated “sense and avoid”
capability remains a significant barrier to the routine use
of uninhabited aerial vehicles (UAVs) into the civil airspace
[1], [2], [3], [4]. Here, the term “sense” relates to the use of
sensor information to automatically detect possible aircraft
conflicts, whilst the term “avoid” relates to the automated
control actions used to avoid any detected collisions (these
automated “avoid” actions will be termed “collision avoid-
ance” in this paper). “Sense and avoid” capabilities are
important because they provide an extra layer of safety to
augment the safety provided by centralised air traffic sep-
aration management systems (which continuously monitors
and adjusts aircraft flight paths so that all aircraft in a traffic
region remain safely separated) [5]. Whilst there has recently
been a considerable amount of research into “sense” aspects
of the “sense and avoid” problem [6], [7], there has been
much less research into the collision avoidance problem.
Current approaches to collision avoidance typically involve
executing manoeuvres that are selected from bank of prede-
fined manoeuvres, or are determined at the time of detection
for the current situation based on optimising a performance
metric, see [8] for a study of collision avoidance methods
and the references within. Within these approaches, collision
avoidance may be performed with a single manoeuvre or with
a sequence of manoeuvres that are updated as the collision
engagement ensues. In many proposed approaches, “avoid-
ance” and return-to-course flight are handled as separate
phases and designed independently, with collision avoidance
stopping conditions that are assumed or arbitrarily set, see
[9], [10], [11], [12]. Furthermore, these approaches tend to
address only the initial “avoidance” aspects of the problem
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and fail to address the return-to-course flight behaviour in a
comprehensive manner.
A sophisticated collision avoidance capability would in-
volve automating an aircraft’s behaviour from the point of
detecting a potential collision threat, through a period of
manoeuvring flight that avoids collision, and ending with
the aircraft returning to its original flight course [5], [8].
Each step in this sequence has its own challenges, but
the fundamental design issue within the collision avoidance
problem is the trade off between selecting a manoeuvre that is
large enough to ensure separation, but also minimizes lateral
deviation from the original flight path.
Useful insights into this type of tradeoff can be gained
from the many decades of missile guidance research [13].
In contrast to the avoidance problem, the missile guidance
problem involves the opposite objective of ensuring impact
with an airborne target [14]. However, at its core, the missile
guidance problem also involves a similar natured trade off
between miss-distance and lateral-deviation. In missile guid-
ance, this miss-distance versus lateral-deviation trade off is
often understood by posing the control design as a finite
time-horizon optimal control problem [13], [15]. However,
this design problem can only be posed as a finite horizon
control problem if the time of impact is assumed known in
advance. Unfortunately, the impact time is actually dependent
on the controls selected (leading to a circular dependence
between control choice and the time-horizon of a missile
engagement) [13]. For this reason, the time-horizon choices
that are typically imposed on “optimal” missile guidance
solutions, and these horizon choices artificially constrain
solutions in a manner that is known to have a significant
impact on missile guidance performance [14], [13], [15].
Similarly, we would expect time-horizon issues to arise if
we posed our collision avoidance problem as a finite-horizon
optimal control problem.
Alternatively, control problems in which the time-horizon
is coupled to control choices can arguably be better un-
derstood as optimal-stopping control problems, see [16] for
developments in the missile guidance context. An optimal-
stopping control problem is a sequential decision making
problem involving dual decisions about control actions and
when to stop. Such optimal-stopping control problems can be
solved using dynamic programming techniques [17], but the
partial differential equations that results can generally only
be approximately solved using numerical techniques, such as
the Markov chain technique [18].
The main contribution of this paper is to formulate, as a
non-linear optimal-stopping control problem, the problem of
how to automatically control an aircraft to achieve airborne
collision avoidance and then return-to-course flight. The
advantage of posing this problem as a non-linear optimal-
stopping control problem is that both the collision avoidance
flight and the return-to-course flight can be considered within
a single problem, and that it addresses many of the limitations
encountered in previous approaches, see [9], [10], [11], [12].
This paper is organised as follows: in Section II the aircraft
dynamics are presented, and a performance cost function is
posed for control design. In Section III an optimal-stopping
control solution is posed. A numerical solution approach is
presented in Section IV. In Section V simulations studies are
presented that evaluate the proposed control solution. Finally,
concluding remarks are given in Section VI.
II. DYNAMICS AND CONTROL OBJECTIVE
In this section we describe our collision dynamics before
posing our collision avoidance and return-to-course perfor-
mance index.
A. Dynamics of Collision Avoidance
Consider the geometry of the collision engagement be-
tween a constant velocity target and a controlled constant
speed aircraft shown in Fig. 1. The constant velocity threat
aircraft is a reasonably realistic assumption, considering that
conflicts typically arise due to sensing failures.
We will assume that a potential collision is detected at
t = 0, and we will examine the inter-aircraft, or collision
dynamics, for a period of time after initial detection. Without
loss of generality, the location of the own-aircraft at time
t = 0 is used to define the origin of our co-ordinate system.
The direction of y-axis is defined by the own-aircraft initial
course heading (which is also assumed to be the own-aircraft
desired flight course). For t > 0, departure from the initial
course heading is allowed for collision avoidance purposes,
however we will require that the aircraft return to its initial
flight course at the end of its avoidance maneuver.
For the purposes of describing our dynamics we now
introduce the following notation: r(t) denotes the range
between the target and aircraft, θt(t) denotes the heading
angle of the target with respect to the line-of-sight (LOS) (the
LOS is the line connecting own-aircraft and target), θm(t)
denotes the heading angle of the own-aircraft with respect to
the LOS, φ(t) denotes the heading error of the own-aircraft
from the heading of the preferred flight course, and δ(t)
(measured perpendicular to y-axis) denotes the distance from
the initial course to the own-aircraft. Moreover, Vt and Vm
will denote the magnitudes of the velocities of the target and
own-aircraft respectively, which are constant and known (the
velocity ratio will be denoted ν = Vt/Vm).
For t ≥ 0, the collision avoidance dynamics can be
expressed in terms of the normalised range r¯(t) = r(t)/Vm
Fig. 1. Collision avoidance geometry between the own-aircraft ⊙ and the
target ⊗, with the initial location of the own-aircraft at the origin and initial
heading along the y-axis.
as [16]:








(ν sin(θt(t))− sin(θm(t))) ,
δ˙(t) = Vm cos(φ(t)),
φ˙(t) = u(t), (1)
where the input control u(t) ∈ U ⊂ R is a turn-rate
command and U is the set of admissible controls.
We now introduce some notational shorthand.
When required, we will use the state vector
x(t) = [r¯(t), θt(t), θm(t), φ(t), δ(t)]
′ ∈ R5, where ′ is
the transpose operator. We will write f(x, u) = x˙(t), as
defined by (1). Further, the notation u[t1,t2) is used to denote
the trajectory or sequence of controls {u(t)|t ∈ [t1, t2)},
and write U[t1,t2) to denote the set of admissible control
sequences, defined on the interval [t1, t2).
B. Collision Avoidance Performance Index
Let us denote the minimum safe distance between the own-
aircraft and target as ρsafe (this is a problem variable that
might be set by civil aviation regulators, or due to other
safety considerations). The running cost rate function k(·) :
R
5×U → R for our problem will be defined for t ∈ [t0, tf )
as
k(x(t), u(t)) = Ru(t)2 +Qδ(t)2 +Ψ(x(t)), (2)
where R ∈ R and Q ∈ R are weights on control and cross-
track error, respectively, and the penalty for violating the
target safety distance ρsafe is
Ψ(x(t)) =
{
∞ if r(t) < ρsafe,
0 otherwise.
(3)
The termination cost function g(·) : R5 → R, for the final




2 +Ψτ (x(t)). (4)
where QTφ ∈ R and QTδ ∈ R are weights on final heading
and cross-track error, respectively. The penalty term Ψτ (·)
is included to penalize the own-aircraft for stopping at
the preferred flight route before collision has been avoided
(avoidance has occurred when the threat is behind the own-
aircraft and the range is increasing). Hence, we consider a
penalty term of the form:
Ψτ (x(t)) =
{
0 if |θm(t)| > pi2 and ˙¯r(t) > 0,
C otherwise.
(5)
Here, C is a cost penalty chosen so that it is greater than the
typical total running cost (but less than infinity).
Assume the length of the collision engagement is tf . Given
these running and terminal cost, the total cost incurred by
control sequence u[0,tf ) during collision engagement period
t ∈ [0, tf ] is




k(xx0,u[0,tf )(s), u[0,tf )(s)) ds
+ g(xx0,u[0,tf )(tf )), (6)
where xx0,u[0,tf ) denotes the state trajectory that results from
application of control sequence u[0,tf ) starting from x0.
The proposed cost function describes the trade off between
lateral deviation, collision avoidance objectives, and the
desire to achieve return-to-course flight.
III. OPTIMAL COLLISION AVOIDANCE
In this section we initially pose our collision avoidance
problem as a finite horizon optimal control approach to
collision avoidance. We then repose the design problem as
an optimal-stopping control problem (which avoids the need
to have a priori knowledge at engagement time).
A. Finite Horizon Optimal Control
Assume that we know the total time of our collision
avoidance engagement, tf . Under this assumption, a finite
horizon optimal control solution to the collision avoidance
and return-to-course flight control problem can be described
as selecting the control sequence, u[0,tf ), that minimises the
total cost function over a known collision engagement period
[0, tf ). An optimal control sequence, u∗[0,tf ) ∈ U[0,tf ), from




, tf ) = inf
u[0,tf )∈U[0,tf )
J(x0, u[0,tf ), tf ). (7)
However, to determine an optimal control sequence from
(7) the final time, tf , must be known a priori. Unfortunately,
in the collision avoidance and return-to-course flight control
problem, the final time is generally unknown at the onset of
the collision engagement. While an optimal control sequence
u∗[0,tf ) can be determined via the finite horizon control
problem if a value for the final time is chosen, the choice of
a final time becomes a control problem constraint rather than
a characteristic determined by solving the control problem.
It is preferred that the collision avoidance and route return
control process determines its own stopping time at a time
when the target has been safely avoided and the own-aircraft
has returned to its preferred route.
B. Optimal-Stopping Control
Consider some maximum finite stopping time T > 0. The
optimal stopping and control problem is to find a τ∗ ∈ [0, T )









J(x0, u[0,τ), τ). (8)
A solution to (8), and hence an optimal control policy and
an optimal stopping time, can be determined via dynamic
programming. It can be shown that a finite stopping time
for an optimal stopping control problem must exist (even
as T → ∞) if there is no control policy for which the
cost J(x0, u[0,T ], T ) remains finite in the limit T → ∞.
Moreover, the control policy will be stationary in the limit
if certain contraction properties hold on the dynamic pro-
gramming recursion [19]. Under these considerations, in this
paper, we will seek the stationary control policy that emerges






J(x0, u[0,τ), τ) (9)
denote the value function. Then the dynamic programming
recursion for the value function of the optimal stopping





[k(x, u) + J∗(f(x, u))]
)
. (10)
The stopping command, which determines the optimal
stopping time, is given by{
STOP if J∗(x) = g(x),
continue if J∗(x) < g(x).
(11)
IV. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Unfortunately there is no analytical solution to the opti-
mal stopping control problem posed above, so a numerical
solution technique must be used. We will use the Markov
chain approximation approach that is presented in [18] to
determine the collision avoidance and return-to-course flight
control policy. The Markov chain approximation approach
was chosen because of its local consistency properties are
easy to check. Once checked, these consistency properties
ensure that, as the size of the discrete approximation of
the state space is reduced, the approximate value function
approaches the true value function (given by the Hamilton-
Jacobi-Bellman equation for this problem). That is, Jh∗(·)→
J∗(·) as h → 0 (where Jh∗(·) is the approximate value


























Fig. 2. Optimal-stopping control policy for θt (rad) and θm (rad) with
r¯ = 45 unit, φ = 0 rad, δ = 0.5 unit. The height values are the turn-
rate commands (rad s−1) for the referenced state, and a stopping command
is issued for the states where no height value is indicated.
The policy is developed using the parameters: ρsafe =
10 unit, ν = 0.4 with Vm = 1 unit s−1. The bounded
state space is discretised using the approximation parameter
h = 1, with a scaling factor β for each state variable:
r¯ ∈ [8, 45], ∆r¯ = hβr¯ = 1 unit,
θt ∈ (−π, π], ∆θt = hβθt =
pi
16 rad,
θm ∈ (−π, π], ∆θm = hβθm =
pi
16 rad,
φ ∈ [− 3pi4 ,
3pi
4 ], ∆φ = hβφ =
pi
16 rad,
δ ∈ [−25, 25], ∆δ = hβδ = 1 unit.
The discretisation of the state space was chosen to provide
a fine resolution without exceeding memory limits. Other
values of h were tested to check if h = 1 was small enough
(as an example, h = 1 and h = 2 produced similar results).
The set of admissible controls is
u ∈ U = [−0.2, 0.2], ∆u = 0.025 rad s−1.
The interval time is ∆t = 0.1227 s, which is dependent
on the discretisation of the state space set by h and β, such
that under the dynamic model (1) state transitions from a
node are confined to a region bounded by its neighbouring
nodes.
The cost function weightings and penalty are: R = 1,
Q = 0.000 1, QTφ = 10, Q
T
δ = 0.1 and C = 10 000.
The optimal policy was generated off-line in 25 hours
and 13 minutes, using C on a desktop PC with a 3.0 GHz
Intel Core2 Duo CPU, 3.21 GB of RAM and running the
Windows XP operating system. The entire policy contains
a control command for every discrete state in the state
space (n = 48 640 000 states), hence the policy provides an
approximately optimal control trajectory for every starting
state in the state space. Fig. 2 shows a part of the generated
policy for θt and θm (with r¯ = 45 unit, φ = 0 rad,
and δ = 0.5 unit). The ongoing advancement in computer
technology has allowed us to handle more states in the
Markov chain approach, and hence we have been able to
consider more complicated situations than earlier works, e.g.
[16].
During simulations of the dynamics described by (1), the
policy is implemented as a look-up table, where the discrete
state that is closest to the current state is used to reference
the pre-calculated approximately optimal control command.
The advantage of this implementation is the time to access
the control command from memory is nearly instant, in
comparison to the potentially prohibitive time required to
generate an optimal control command on-line.
V. SIMULATION STUDY
In this study, the proposed optimal stop collision avoidance
algorithm is compared with a benchmark collision avoidance
approach (combining the collision cone approach [20], PN
guidance to collision cone boundaries approach [10], and
a way point approach to achieve return-to-course, once
collision has been avoided).
A. Alternative Collision Avoidance: PN and Return Way-
point
The alternative controller has been chosen to reflect a com-
mon approach to the implementation of collision avoidance
control concepts. This common approach involves a collision
avoidance phase (based on collision cone techniques), and a
return-to-course flight phase. The two phases are indepen-
dently designed, and there is no design optimisation.
For the collision avoidance portion, the alternative con-
troller uses a collision cone approach to determine the
required collision avoidance heading [20]. Then proportional
navigation (PN) guidance based on the collision cone bound-
ary rates, as presented in [10], is used until the collision with
the target has been avoided. The collision is indicated as
successfully avoided when the condition as specified in (5)
for the optimal-stopping controller is met; i.e. |θm(t)| < pi2
and ˙¯r(t) > 0.
The return-to-course portion of the alternative controller
is implemented using PN guidance control to a way point
on the preferred route. The collision engagement ends once
the specified way point has been achieved; an example of
this approach is demonstrated in [11]. The return way point
is set using the arbitrary rule of twice the distance from the
initial position to the point of closest approach along the
preferred route; this provides a stopping time similar to the
optimal-stopping controller under favourable conditions.
The alternative controller has been implemented using the
same parameters for the optimal-stopping controller where
applicable (ρsafe, ν, Vm, U, ∆t), and the standard PN gain
of K = 3 is used. Control commands are generated on-
line, taking approximately 147 times longer than the control
commands found by policy look-up.
B. Simulation Results
Simulation tests involved six collision engagement sce-
narios: head-on, 90◦ approach, and overtaking, with large
and small initial ranges. The results for the optimal-stopping
controller, with the alternative controller, are shown in Fig.
3.
At long initial ranges, both controllers were able to suc-
cessfully avoid collision and terminate the control process








(a) Head on, r¯0 = 45 unit








(b) Head on, r¯0 = 20 unit










(c) 90◦ approach, r¯0 = 45 unit










(d) 90◦ approach, r¯0 = 22 unit





(e) Overtaking, r¯0 = 45 unit





(f) Overtaking, r¯0 = 15 unit
Fig. 3. Simulation collision engagements with long (left column) and short (right column) initial ranges: Target (solid), optimal-stopping control (dashed),
alternative control (dot-dashed), starting position (◦), safety violation (∗).
by either returning to the preferred route, or by arriving
at the return way point which is on the preferred route.
Both controllers showed similar performance, however the
optimal-stopping controller deviated from the preferred route
later, acted to return to the preferred route earlier, and
gave a wider berth around the target when compared to the
alternative controller. Of note is the overtaking scenario, Fig.
3e, where the optimal stopping collision avoidance algorithm
returned to the original route much sooner.
At shorter initial ranges, the optimal-stopping controller
was successful when the alternative controller was not. Under
these conditions the alternative controller was either unable
to guide the own-aircraft to the return way point after
avoiding collision, or maintain a safe distance from the
target; the latter is shown in the short range 90◦ approach
scenario, Fig. 3d. These simulation cases demonstrate that the
arbitrary placement of the return way point on the preferred
route imposes a constraint on the alternative controller,
which under favourable or expected conditions it might be
possible to achieve the prescribed route, but under more
difficult conditions the constraint either presents itself as an
unachievable objective (Fig. 3b & 3f), or forces undesirable
behaviour such as a protracted, and unnecessary, period of
control (Fig. 3e). In contrast, the optimal-stopping controller
is free from the constraints imposed by an arbitrary control
process stopping condition and its complications, rather the
stopping time (and consequent stopping position along the
preferred route) along with the collision avoidance control
is an optimal output of the optimal-stopping controller, and
is chosen according to the posed cost function, dynamics
and admissible controls. Furthermore, the optimal-stopping
controller can provide a control solution for the own-aircraft
to safely avoid collision with the target and return to the
preferred route, if it is possible to do so according to the
dynamics and own-aircraft turn-rate constraints, which may
not be so certain for others controllers, as shown in Fig. 3d.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The optimal-stopping control approach introduced here
allows our collision avoidance and return-to-course flight
problem to be posed as a single non-linear problem in
which an a priori time-to-avoid does not need to be known,
estimated or assumed. Presented simulations show that the
optimal-stopping controller performs favourably in avoiding
a constant velocity collision threat in various collision en-
gagement scenarios when compared against controller that is
dependent on an a priori stopping condition. In future work,
we intend to investigate optimal-stopping control concepts
for partially observable collision avoidance problems that
include returning to a preferred route of travel.
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